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INTRODUCTION

RESULTS

Due to the poor energy performance of Irish homes, SEAI
advocates deep home energy retrofit. Historically, shortfalls
recur between measured and predicted energy (or carbon)
savings by individual retrofitted homes. These shortfalls
encourage delivery of large-scale home retrofit - at
community or neighbourhood scale. Existing literature
proposes definition of neighbourhood heat energy as a
statistical distribution, not fixed per home type [1]. Similar
homes types would vary their heat energy demand across
the distribution due to occupants.

All simulations should ensure a comfortable 20 ℃ inside temperature throughout the year, including the coldest
month of January. In Phase 1, the white-box simulation displays a steady 20 ℃ throughout January (Fig. 2).
Winter design week occurs at the end of that month, according to the Dublin data from IWEC (International
Weather for Energy Calculation).
During the same week, the grey-box simulation demonstrates the effect of a weather temperature on inside
temperature (Fig. 3). By sizing the heat generator, the temperature remains close to a comfort minimum 18 ℃.

Objectives
Compare the yearly heat demand of house archetypes found
by: simulation, steady-state calculations and measured fuel.
• Compare steady-state calculation to simulated empty house
• Compare measured fuel to simulated occupied home
• Estimate the size of heat generator
Finally, calibrate grey-box models to further assess occupant
parameters and retrofit measures, extending existing work [2].

METHODOLOGY

Figure 2: White-box simulation of inside air temperature (red line) and outside dry bulb temperature
(blue line) during January. The inside temperature maintains at an ideal steady state of 20 ℃.

Figure 3: Grey-box simulation of inside air temperature (red line) and outside dry bulb temperature
(blue line) during January. The inside temperature remains between 19 and 21 ℃, with one exception.

Empty house

Three TABULA urban home archetypes were selected by
descending age: TH03, TH06 and TH07. Phase 1 simulates
empty archetype houses heated to steady 20 ℃. Phase 2
simulates the archetypes as occupied homes with scheduled
heating and internal gains during 8 hours per day.

When quantifying the energy to maintain a steady 20℃,
inside temperature, the steady-state calculations by
linear equations exceed the simulated energy (Fig. 4,
blue bars).
TH03, the oldest archetype, displays the largest
difference in the two approaches. Difference per
archetype are: 15.8%, 5.1% and 0.04% respectively.

The heating results from Phase 1 simulations calibrate the
external wall of grey-box models (Fig. 1). Heat energy results of
Phase 2 simulations validate the grey-box models.

Figure 4: Heat energy for three house archetypes – empty (blue bars) and occupied (red bars). Calculated heat
energy (dark blue) exceeds simulated heat energy of an empty house at a steady temperature (light blue). The
measured heating of occupied archetypes may be less than simulated (TH03) or greater (TH06 and TH07).

Occupied home

Absence of occupant schedules limits the archetype
thermal dynamics, requiring unrealistically small heat
generators: 4.8 kW, 6.0 kW and 4.1 kW. In practice,
occupied homes need larger heat generators to warm
homes from a cold state. Traditionally, the inside
temperature of homes is not steady but instead
scheduled by occupants.

TABULA measures yearly heating fuel as energy by floorspace (kWh/m2/yr), termed energy use intensity (EUI).
The EUI metric is converted from kWh/m2/yr to kWh/yr and compared to simulated (Fig. 4, red bars).
Again, the simulated set point is 20 ℃, but scheduled for two morning hours and six evening hours. Both
measured and simulated results increase energy with home age from TH07 to TH03 (Fig. 4). A drop from
simulated to measured heating by TH03 indicates a lower temperature inside this oldest archetype. One
common reason is heat rationing - a form of prebound effect [3], already found in Irish social housing [4].
The occupant schedules require larger heat generators to ramp up morning temperatures. Generator sizes
reduce from the oldest archetype TH03: 17 kW, 14 kW, 10 kW.

CONCLUSIONS
The presented research estimates the energy to heat typical Irish urban homes by 1.) steady-state calculations,
2.) simulation of empty houses, 3.) measured heating fuel and 3.) simulation of occupied homes.
Steady-state calculations of archetype heat energy exceed those of simulation. Excesses in calculated energy peak
in TH03; this oldest archetype also has the largest thermal capacitance. The heating season calculated by the
simulation weather data does not cause the energy differences. Its gap is one day or 0.4 %.
Simulating an occupied house with scheduled occupancy closes the gap between measured and simulated heat
energy. Simulation of the oldest archetype TH03 uses 3% less energy than measured. In contrast, the newer
archetypes TH06 and TH06, exceed simulated energy by 0.7% and 5.4%. Use of extra heat energy in newer
archetypes concurs with literature. Occupants select higher temperatures inside ``energy-efficient” homes [5].
Not shown above is the calibration and validation of grey-box models to industry standards. Grey-box models
simplify the home fabric, enabling analysis of occupant parameters and retrofit engineering measures.
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Figure 1: Simulation and calibration process of home archetypes. Phase 1 is a steady-state unoccupied
(empty) house and Phase 2 is an occupied home with scheduled heating and internal gains.
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